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Abstract — A questionnaire is designed using the performance index system of public sports services to evaluate the 
performance of instructors. We apply principal component analysis to: i) give weight to the index system, ii) assess the 
performance of leaders and the masses, iii) obtain comprehensive performance values of the investigated social sports instructors in 
various cities, iv) compare and analyzes the values. The empirical results show that the performance of social sports instructors in 
most of the cities is low, and there are regional differences. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In the field of organizational psychology in the West, 
many scholars have conducted in-depth research on the 
definition of work performance. Campbell (1990) proposes 
a eight-factor structural model of work performance, and 
the structure is job-specific task performance, job non-
specific task performance, writing and verbal 
communication, effort, observing discipline, providing 
convenience for groups and colleagues, supervising and 
leading, and management. Borman and Motowidlo (1993), 
based on the work performance structure of Campbell and 
others, further summarize work performance, and divide it 
into task performance and peripheral performance. Among 
them, task performance is a clearly defined conduct within 
the duties, and mainly refers to the contribution to the core 
technology of the organization through direct production 
activities and provision of materials and services; peripheral 
performance is not a direct production and service activity, 
but refers to the conducts constituting organization, society 
and psychological background, and it can promote task 
performance, thereby enhancing the effectiveness of the 
entire organization,and being a classic of work performance 
structure. 

Since the 1980s, with the advent of globalization, 
informationization, marketization and knowledge economy 
era, western countries have successively carried out 
management reform movements aiming at pursuing “3E”, 
namely, economy, efficiency and effectiveness, so that the 
structural elements of government performance have a 
classic. With the emphasis on social sports instructors in 
various countries, especially the deepening equalization 
issue of social sports instructors as well as the thinking on 
publicity, 4E gradually replaces 3E as the mainstream 
structure of government performance. According to the 
reality of China, scholars, starting from the functions of 

government, divide the government performance into 
economic performance, social performance and political 
performance. The evaluation indexes obtained from the 
performance literature of government public organizations 
can be summarized as quality and quantity of output, 
efficiency, fairness, result, use value of public funds and 
customer satisfaction. Obviously, there are overlapping 
standards, and customer satisfaction can be used to 
represent all of the above criteria. Although current practice 
and research of performance evaluation in China mainly 
focus on government performance evaluation, and the 
research on the performance evaluation of social sports 
instructors are still relatively less, some scholars and 
research institutions have begun to pay attention to this 
field. The author in Chinese Academy of Social Sciences 
studies the performance of social sports instructors from the 
dimensions of efficiency and fairness, divides the specific 
evaluation indexes into input, output and effect, and focuses 
on calculating the relative efficiency of social sports 
instructors’ input and output; some studies use social sports 
instructors’ performance, public satisfaction and social 
sports instructors’ input to evaluate social sports instructors; 
some studies propose that 3E guideline is still applicable in 
the measurement of social sports instructor performance; 
some scholars use PSR model idea to compare existing 
management models of social sports instructors on the 
pressure level, and believe that different providing mode 
arrangements of social sports instructors will generate 
significant differences of social sports instructors’ 
performance; on the state level, social sports instructors are 
evaluated synthetically from the three dimensions of 
efficiency, responsiveness and fairness, and the 
performance formula of social sports instructor is put 
forward; on the level of response, improved response 
measures and reformed source measures are put forward. 
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II. THE CONCEPT OF SOCIAL SPORTS INSTRUCTOR’S 

PERFORMANCE AND THE BASIC PROCEDURE OF ITS 

EVALUATION 

Social sports instructors’ performance refers to the 
achieving degree of set goal of basic social sports 
instructors, which is mainly reflected in two aspects: first, 
the achieving degree of government goal of basic social 
sports instructors; second, the satisfying degree of 
residents’ need, that is, direct and indirect output of 
performance defining. Performance evaluation of social 
sports instructors pay more attention to whether the 
evaluation on the quality and effectiveness of social sports 
instructors and the arrangement and production of social 
sports instructors meet the orientation of service needs, that 
is, more concern on service needs and service effects, and 
also inspects the process, effect and social influence of 
social sports instructors provided by non-governmental 
organizations. 

In the actual evaluation process of social sports 
instructors’ performance, only following a certain 
procedure, scientifically selecting a reasonable sampling 
method and ensuring that the sample is representative can 
ensure the quality of the survey data and lay a good 
foundation for the statistical analysis on the data. In the 
process of statistical analysis of survey data, only selecting 
appropriate statistical analysis method according to the 
research purpose and exploring the implied meaning of the 
data can achieve the goal of comprehensively understanding 
and grasping the actual performance of public sports 
service. 

In order to fully understand and grasp the actual 
performance of social sports instructors, the basic steps of 
the performance of social sports instructors are formulated 
according to relevant theories and methods of social 
investigation. 

Step 1: Preparation of evaluation questionnaire. 
Preparing a performance evaluation questionnaire of social 
sports instructors with high reliability and validity is the 
premise and basis of conducting performance evaluation of 
social sports instructors based on public satisfaction. 
Performance evaluation indexes of social sports instructors 
are constructed and selected, and performance evaluation 
index system of social sports instructors based on public 
satisfaction is formed, and then performance evaluation 
questionnaire of social sports instructors with high 
reliability and validity is developed. 

Step 2: Distribution and collection of evaluation 
questionnaires. Distribution and collection of evaluation 
questionnaires are the key steps in the performance 
evaluation of social sports instructors. Only by strictly 
following the requirements of questionnaires distribution 
and collection can accurate survey information be obtained. 
The author uses the performance evaluation questionnaire 
of social sports instructor with high reliability and validity 
as the evaluation tool, adopts random sampling method, and 

applies the form of field filling questionnaire to carry on the 
investigation. 

Step 3 Statistical analyses on the investigated sample 
data. Statistical analysis on the investigated sample data is 
the focus of evaluating public sports service performance, 
and the use of scientific statistical analysis tools and 
statistical analysis methods is required. This paper mainly 
uses the statistical analysis tools such as EXCEL, SPSS, 
etc., EXCEL software is mainly used in the drawing work 
of statistical graph in this paper, and SPSS is mainly used to 
carry on statistical analysis on the data, and these two 
cooperate with each other. The statistical analysis methods 
mainly applied are descriptive statistical analysis, principal 
component analysis, and variance analysis and so on. 

III. PRINCIPAL COMPONENT ANALYSIS 

The main idea of principal component analysis is the 
dimensionality reduction of variables. It is a statistical 
analysis method to change a number of variables into a few 
major variables [8]. It is usually used for data compression, 
system evaluation, regression analysis and weighted 
analysis. The main way of principal component analysis is 
to conduct dimensionality reduction on variables, which is 
to re-combine original associated variables into a set of 
independent variables to replace the original variables. 
Therefore, we can focus on the variables with the greatest 
variation in those observations and abandon the variables 
with little change as constants, thus reducing the number of 
variables to be considered. 

Suppose there are m original indexes to be analyzed with 

principal component analysis, denoted as mxxx ,,, 21  . 

There are n samples, the corresponding observation value is 

 nixik ,,2,1  , and after standardization deformation 

of mk ,,2,1  , kx is changed into *
kx  , namely, 

k

kk
k s

xx
x


* , mk ,,2,1                  (1) 

Among them, kx  and ks are the mean value and 

standard deviation of
 kx  respectively, the mean value of 

*
kx  is 0 , and the standard deviation is 1. 

According to observed value ikx  of original index of 

each sample or the observed value *
ikx  after standardized 

change, coefficient kjb
 
can be obtained, the equation 


k

kkjj xbz *  that uses index *
kx after standardized change 

to represent integration jz  can be established, and the 

equation that uses original index kx  to represent integration 

jz  can also be established. 
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kkjj axbz  *
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                       (2) 

There are two requirements for the determination of kjb . 

(1) Integrate the independence or irrelevance among 
indexes. (2) The gross information content of each sample 
reflected by each composite index is equal to the eigenvalue 
of the corresponding feature vector (coefficient of 
composite index). Generally, the sum of the contribution 
rate of the eigenvalue of the comprehensive index requiring 
selection is greater than 80%. 

The general steps of principal component analysis are as 
follows, 

Step1: Calculate kx  and  mjksk ,,2,1, 
 
based 

on observed data. 
Step2: From the correlation index matrix R , eigenvalue 

j  mj ,,2,1   and the variance contribution, 

contribution rate and cumulative contribution rate of each 
principal component can be obtained, and the retaining 
number p of principal components can be determined 

based on cumulative contribution rate. 

 Step3: m basic equations are shown as follows: 
 

 (3) 
 

In the equation, j = 1, 2, …, m. 
Schmidt orthogonalization is conducted to seek the 

solution  x1
(j) , x1

(j) 
, …, xm

(j)  (j = 1,2, … m) of the 

basic equation of each i , then assume 
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Obtain the principal component 
k

kkjj xbz *  

represented by *
1x , *

2x , …, *
mx , or the principal component 

j
k

kkjj axbz  *
~

 represented by 1x , 2x , …, mx  after 

k

kk
k s

xx
x


* is substituted. 

Step4: The observed values of 1x , 2x , …, mx
 
are 

substituted into the expression of principal component to 
calculate the value of each component. 

Step5: Calculate the correlation coefficient between 
original index and principal component, namely the factor 
loading, in order to explain the significance of principal 
component. 

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION SYSTEM OF SOCIAL 

SPORTS INSTRUCTORS 

4.1 Performance Evaluation Indexes of Social Sports 
Instructors 

The performance evaluation index system of social 
sports instructors is built according to the concept structure 
and goal of social sports instructor's performance, 
combining with the concept of public satisfaction and based 
on the communication among more than 20 leaders of 
public sports service organizations and experts in related 
fields, so it is subjective. All of these experts involved work 
in sports-related fields, and they have authoritative 
understanding on the research content. They have engaged 
in research on relevant content and published a large 
number of papers on the related content, so they have a 
deep understanding on this field. Experts are sports teachers 
of various universities and relevant people in charge of 
Sports Bureau, and they provide valuable advice for the 
development of this questionnaire. On the basis of the 
consensus of the experts, the questionnaire survey is carried 
out to screen the theoretical indexes. 

The performance evaluation index system of first-class 
social sports instructors in Jiangsu Province is divided into 
two parts, evaluation indexes of the leaders and evaluation 
indexes of the masses in the community. Evaluation system 
of leaders takes professional competence, guiding ability 
and research capacity as secondary indexes. Guiding 
conduct, professional competence and guiding ability are 
applied as secondary indexes, and the secondary indexes are 
further subdivided into three-level indexes. The evaluation 
index system of this study mainly combines the 
performance evaluation research of social sports instructor 
and the characteristics of evaluation model given by 
previous researchers. Three-level indexes explain the 
secondary indicators from the different angles. These multi-
faceted indexes fully reflect the problems of secondary 
indexes. The index system is obtained based on previous 
research after discussion with experts and repeated 
revisions, taking into account the factors of the residents 
themselves and comprehensively considering their living 
and working environment, and then selecting indexes 
according to demographic characteristics and other aspects. 
It objectively and practically makes a reasonable scientific 
evaluation on the performance of the first-class social sports 
instructors in Jiangsu Province. 
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TABLE. 1. DIAGRAM OF PERFORMANCE EVALUATION INDEX 
SYSTEM OF THE FIRST-CLASS SOCIAL SPORTS INSTRUCTORS 
IN JIANGSU PROVINCE (EVALUATION ASPECT OF LEADERS) 

First-
level 
index 

Second 
level 

indexes 
Three-level indexes 

A
 C

om
prehensive quality evaluation 

B1 
Professional 
competence 

C1 Correct professional attitude, 
professionalism and professional ethics 
C2 Professional theory and skills 
C3 Understanding ability on Technical 
Grading System of Social Sports Instructors, 
training materials, and relevant regulations 
C4 Mastery degree of the theories and 
methods of social sports organization 
management 
C5 Ability to learn, master and apply modern 
educational theory, sports theory, and health 
theory 
C6 Mastery degree of the theories and 
methods of physical exercise and 
competition  
C7 Ability to continuously learn to improve 
own ability based on the development of 
social sports 

B2 
Guiding 
ability 

C8 Ability to explain and demonstrate 
C9 Ability to design exercise programs for 
the masses 
C10 Ability to organize small-scale sports 
activities and competitions 
C11 Ability to stimulate the masses’ initiative 
and enthusiasm 
C12 Ability to utilize and develop social 
sports resources 
C13 Mastery degree of the guiding theories 
and methods of  social sports  

B3 
Research 
capacity 

C14 Ability to identify and present related 
issues of social sports and ability to conduct 
research design 
C15 Ability to conduct exercise guiding 
research, and write scientific research papers 
C16 Innovation ability 
C17 Learning ability 

 
TABLE. 2. DIAGRAM OF PERFORMANCE EVALUATION INDEX 
SYSTEM OF THE FIRST-CLASS SOCIAL SPORTS INSTRUCTORS 

IN JIANGSU PROVINCE (EVALUATION OF THE MASSES) 
First 
level 
index 

Second 
level 

indexes 
Three-level indexes 

X
 C

om
prehensive quality evaluation 

Y1 
Guiding 
conduct 

Z1 Sports instruction experience 
Z2 Weekly guiding times 
Z3 Time per instruction 
Z4 Guiding service mode 
Z5 Instructor’s service attitude 

Y2 
Professional 
competence 

Z6 Theoretical knowledge 
Z7 Professional skills 
Z8 Emotional performance 
Z9 Expression ability 
Z10 Health behavior 

Y3 
Guiding 
ability 

Z11 Explain and demonstration ability 
Z12 Can perfectly provide health knowledge 
information 
Z13 Can provide timely and effective 
exercise safety knowledge 
Z14 Can design good exercise programs 

Z15 Exercise guiding service efficiency 
Z16 Can fully communicate with sports 

instructors in the community  
Z17 Instructor’s patient guidance 
Z18 Physique monitoring frequency 

4.2 Selection and Weight Calculation of Performance 
Evaluation Indexes of Social Sports Instructors 

SPSS software is used to carry out factor analysis and 
calculation on the evaluation data of experts and finally the 
evaluation indexes and weights of community public 
service quality are determined. The steps are listed as 
follows. 

Step 1: Determine the secondary evaluation indexes and 
calculate the weights. 

First, appropriateness test is conducted, KMO is equal to 
0.575 and greater than 0.5, p value of Bartlett sphericity test 
is 0.051, close to 0.05, and taking into account the small 
sample size, this data can be considered suitable for data 
analysis. 

TABLE. 3. TEST OF KMO AND BARTLETT 
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin metric of sufficient adequacy is selected for 
sampling 

.575 

 
Bartlett sphericity test 

Approximately chi-square 7.731 
df 3 
Sig. .051 

   
 

TABLE. 4. TOTAL VARIANCE OF EXPLANATION 

Comp
onent 

Initial eigenvalue Extraction square and loading 

Total 
Varianc
e %  

Cumula
tion  % Total 

Varianc
e % 

Cumulatio
n  % 

1 1.074 35.800 35.800 1.074 35.800 35.800 
2 1.009 33.634 69.434 1.009 33.634 89.434 
3 .917 30.566 100.000       
Extraction method: principal component analysis. 

Based on variance contribution rate and according to the 
following formula, calculate the weight coefficient of 
indexes: 

i

i
A

j

W
W

W

   (5) 

Then, 

   
1 2 3
, , 0.358,0.336,0.306B B B BW W W W 

 
Step 2: Statistical results of three-level evaluation 

indexes of professional ability. 
 

TABLE. 5. TEST OF KMO AND BARTLETT 
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin metric of sufficient 
adequacy is selected for sampling 

.723 

Bartlett sphericity test Approximately chi-
square 

16.159 

df 21 
Sig. .0231 

  
TABLE. 6. TOTAL VARIANCE OF EXPLANATION 

Com
pone
nt 

Initial eigenvalue Extraction square and loading 

Total 
Varianc
e %  

Cumula
tion  % Total 

Varianc
e % 

Cumulatio
n  % 

1 1.332 19.027 24.728 1.332 19.027 19.027 
2 1.405 20.071 39.098 1.405 20.071 39.098 
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3 1.415 20.213 59.311 1.415 20.213 59.311 
4 .993 14.185 73.496       
5 .983 14.043 87.539       
6 .732 10.456 97.995       
7 .139 1.985 100.000       

The cumulative variance contribution rate of the first 
five common factors has reached 80%, so the first five 
common factors are extracted, and the variances of common 
factors C3 and C4 are smaller, so C3 and C4 are excluded, 
then  

 
1 2 5 6 7
, , , ,C C C C C CW W W W W W  

 0.217,0.229,0.231,0.162,0.161  

Step 3: The computational formula of professional 
ability score obtained is: 
B1=0.217*C1+0.229*C2+0.231*C5+0.162*C6+0.161*C7  (6) 

The statistical result of the three-level evaluation indexes 
of guiding ability. 

 
TABLE. 7. TEST OF KMO AND BARTLETT 

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin metric of sufficient adequacy is 
selected for sampling 

.672 

Bartlett sphericity test Approximately chi-square 18.560 
df 15 
Sig. .015 

 
 TABLE. 8. TOTAL VARIANCE OF EXPLANATION 

Com
pone
nt 

Initial eigenvalue Extraction square and loading 

Total 
Varianc
e %  

Cumula
tion  % Total 

Varianc
e % 

Cumul
ation  %

1 2.020 33.667 33.667 2.020 33.667 33.667
2 1.357 22.617 56.284 1.357 22.617 56.284
3 1.068 17.800 74.080 1.068 17.800 74.080
4 .764 12.733 86.817      
5 .645 10.750 97.567      
6 .145 2.418 100.000      

 
The cumulative variance contribution rate of the first 

four common factors has reached 80%, so the first four 
common factors are extracted, and the variances of common 
factors C12 and C13 are smaller, so C12 and C13 are excluded, 
then 

   
8 9 10 11
, , , 0.388,0.261,0.205,0.146C C C C CW W W W W 

. The computational formula of guiding ability score 
obtained is: 

B2=0.388*C8+0.261*C9+0.205*C10+0.146*C11              (7) 
 
Step 4: The statistical result of the three-level evaluation 

indexes of research capacity. 
 

TABLE. 9. TEST OF KMO AND BARTLETT 
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin metric of sufficient 
adequacy is selected for sampling 

.645 

Bartlett sphericity test Approximately chi-
square 

16.656 

df 6 
Sig. .014 

 
 

 TABLE. 10. TOTAL VARIANCE OF EXPLANATION 

Comp
onent 

Initial eigenvalue Extraction square and loading 

Total 
Varianc
e %  

Cumula
tion  % Total 

Varianc
e % 

Cumulatio
n  % 

1 1.413 35.325 35.325 1.413 35.325 35.325 
2 1.344 33.600 68.925 1.353 33.836 79.192 
3 .996 24.900 93.825       
4 .246 6.150 100.000       

The cumulative variance contribution rate of the first 
three common factors has reached 80%, so the first three 
common factors are extracted, and the variance of common 
factor  C15 is smaller, so C15 is excluded. 

=0.376   =0.358  =0.266  

The computational formula of research capacity score 
obtained is: 

B3=0.376*C14+0.358*C16+0.266*C17                             (8) 
 4.3 Indexes and Weights Finally Determined 

This study applies Delphi method to conduct indexes 
screening and weights determination. Finally, the statistical 
results of survey data are input into SPSS software to 
calculate the final weight coefficient of evaluation indexes 
and to determine the performance evaluation index system 
and weight of first-class social sports instructors in Jiangsu 
Province. Eventually a measurement table is formed, as is 
shown in Table 11. 

 
TABLE. 11. WEIGHTS OF PERFORMANCE EVALUATION INDEX 
SYSTEM OF THE FIRST-CLASS SOCIAL SPORTS INSTRUCTORS 
IN JIANGSU PROVINCE (EVALUATION ASPECT OF LEADERS) 

First-level 
index 

Second-
level 

indexes 
Score 

Three-level 
indexes 

Score 

A1 

B1 0.358 

C1 0.217 
C2 0.299 
C5 0.231 
C6 0.162 
C7 0.161 

B2 0.336 

C8 0.388 
C9 0.261 
C10 0.205 
C11 0.146 

B3 0.306 
C14 0.376 
C16 0.358 
C17 0.266 

 
TABLE. 12. WEIGHTS OF PERFORMANCE EVALUATION INDEX 
SYSTEM OF THE FIRST-CLASS SOCIAL SPORTS INSTRUCTORS 

IN JIANGSU PROVINCE (EVALUATION ASPECT OF THE MASSES) 

First-level 
index 

Second-
level 

indexes 
Score Three-level indexes Score 

X1 

Y1 0.313 

Z1 0.306 
Z2 0.253 
Z3 0.285 
Z4 0.156 

Y2 0.339 

Z6 0.351 
Z7 0.292 
Z9 0.208 
Z10 0.149 

Y3 0.348 
Z11 0.178 
Z12 0.144 
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Z13 0.142 
Z14 0.144 
Z15 0.135 
Z17 0.064 
Z18 0.143 

V. ACTUAL EVALUATION AND STATISTIC ANALYSIS OF 

SOCIAL SPORTS INSTRUCTORS’ PERFORMANCE BASED ON 

PUBLIC SATISFACTION 

5.1 Sample Selection of Performance Evaluation 
 
Research sampling is the abbreviation of study sample 

selection, that is, taking some representative individuals 
from a population as research samples. In general, it is often 
impossible and unnecessary to take a population as a 
research object. In research sampling, the samples selected 
must be representative of the population, in order to 
effectively apply the results of future studies to the 
population or even larger range. As the research on the 
performance of social sports instructors is based on public 
satisfaction, it is necessary to have a certain degree of 
understanding of all aspects, so as to ensure that the 
findings are in line with the actual situation. The survey 
respondents in this paper are divided into two parts: leaders 
and the masses in the community. Two questionnaires are 
distributed to the leaders and the masses of each sports 
instructor. 500 social sports instructors are investigated, so 
a total of 1000 questionnaires are distributed to leaders and 
a total of 1000 questionnaires are distributed to the masses. 

 
5.2 Index Quantification 

 
Because the questions of satisfaction mostly describe 

attitude, in order to express accurately and facilitate 
measurement and statistics, I use Likert Five-level Scale, 
the satisfaction is divided into very dissatisfied, dissatisfied, 
relatively satisfied, satisfied and very satisfied, and the 
corresponding assignments are 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. Each index is 
quantified, to facilitate data analysis and drawing 
conclusion. 

 
5.3 Score of Each Performance Index Item 
 

TABLE. 13. SCORE OF EACH PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 
INDEX ITEM OF FIRST-LEVEL SOCIAL SPORTS INSTRUCTORS IN 

JIANGSU PROVINCE.  
Criteria Mean value Standard deviation 

C1 3.77 0.751 
C2 3.68 0.609 
C5 3.66 0.871 
C6 3.11 0.810 
C7 3.75 0.765 
C8 3.11 0.848 
C9 3.25 0.908 
C10 3.05 1.139 
C11 3.01 0.815 
C14 3.56 0.939 
C16 3.49 1.013 
C17 3.01 0.775 

Z1 3.89 0.776 
Z2 3.45 0.847 
Z3 3.54 0.796 
Z4 3.32 0.865 
Z6 3.96 0.745 
Z7 3.64 0.764 
Z9 3.11 0.758 
Z10 2.85 0.784 
Z11 2.89 0.773 
Z12 2.87 0.867 
Z13 2.91 0.846 
Z14 2.79 0.937 
Z15 2.86 0.945 
Z17 2.49 1.023 
Z18 2.78 1.012 

From the aspect of leaders, the performance mean value 
of index C1 Correct Professional Attitude, Professionalism 
and Professional Ethics is the highest, which is 3.77; the 
performance mean value of index of C7 Ability to 
Continuously Learn to Improve Own Ability Based on the 
Development of Social Sports is the second highest, which 
is 3.75; the performance mean value of index of C2 
Professional Theory and Skills is the third highest, 3.68. 
C5’s performance mean value is 3.66, C14’s performance 
mean value is 3.56, and these indexes achieve a satisfactory 
state. Social sports instructor should have a strong sense of 
responsibility and professional ethics, so as to do the work 
of instructors better. The training of first-class social sports 
instructors in Jiangsu Province focuses on the cultivation of 
responsibility and hobbies, and promotes continuous self-
learning. With the continuous development of economy and 
science and technology, each project has better equipment 
and equipment services. Meanwhile, new training methods 
are emerging, requiring us to continue studying and 
communicating, so as to keep up with the development of 
sports times, to better serve and guide the masses, and to 
improve their health, enrich amateur life, avoid sports 
injury and disease. 

From the perspective of the masses, the highest mean 
index Z6 Theoretical Knowledge is 3.96; the second highest 
index means is Z1 Sports Instruction Experience, which is 
3.89; the third highest mean index Z7 Professional Skills is 
3.64. From the scores of these three indexes, we can know 
that the masses are relatively satisfied with sports 
instructors. The masses give great importance and desire to 
theoretical knowledge. Theoretical knowledge is the 
foundation for learning and practicing the project, so only 
with good knowledge basis can the building of sports be 
built quickly and well. Experienced people can be let others 
get skills or knowledge faster and easier, making learners 
more relaxed and happier. High professional and technical 
sports instructors can give learners a good model, and the 
standard technical action gives a pleasing feeling. So these 
three indexes are the basic requirements from the masses 
for sports instructors. It can be observed that the first-class 
sports instructors in Jiangsu Province can basically meet the 
needs of the masses engaging in physical exercise in the 
community after training. 
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Figure 1. Scree plot 

Figure 1 is a scree plot. It can be seen from the figure 
that factors 1, 2, 3 are located in a relatively steep slope. 
The slope is relatively gentle from factor 4 . Usually the 
main factors are in a relatively steep slope position. 
Therefore, we select three indexes as the main factors. 

 
Figure 2 Comparison chart 

It can be observed from Fig. 2 that secondary indexes 
are the factors affecting calculated components most. From 
the results of principal component analysis, the differences 
of the coefficients between the main factors are small. 
Therefore, the impact index should be the mean value of the 
secondary indexes, as is shown in Fig. 3. 

 

 Figure 3. Score of Secondary Index Item of the Performance Evaluation of 
First-class Social Sports Instructors in Jiangsu Province 

 It can be seen from Fig.3 that the performance mean of 
B1 Professional Competence is 0.362, the performance 
mean of Y3 Guiding Ability is 0.348, the performance 
mean of Y2 Professional Competence is 0.339, and the 
performance mean of B3 Scientific Research Ability is the 
lowest, 0.305. It can be seen from the figure that 
professional and technical ability of first-class social sports 
instructors in Jiangsu Province is very strong. Good 
professional skills play a vital role in guiding work, and 
standard technical actions, scientific technical guidance and 
accurate demonstration are also particularly necessary in 
guiding work, increasing exercise enthusiasm and interest 
of the masses. Scientific research ability reflects the 
innovation ability, observation ability, thinking ability and 
practical operation ability of sports instructors. Instructors 
with stronger scientific research ability can promptly 
identify problems, analyze problems and solve problems. 

The performance evaluation of the first-class social 
sports instructors in Jiangsu Province is to evaluate the 
results, behavior, performance and quality of the task 
completion of first-class social sports instructors. From the 
above table, we can see that the work performance and 
results of the professional quality and exercise guidance of 
the first-class social sports instructors in Jiangsu Province 
are mainly evaluated. Regularly conducting performance 
evaluation on the first-class social sports instructors after 
the training can improve work enthusiasm and work 
efficiency. 

 
 TABLE. 14.  THE COMPREHENSIVE EVALUATION RESULTS OF 
SOCIAL SPORTS INSTRUCTORS’ PERFORMANCE IN VARIOUS 

CITIES SURVEYED 

 N Mean 
Std.Dev
iation 

Std.Erro
r 

LowerB
ound

UpperB
ound

Suzhou 50 3.26 1.46 0.25 2.23 3.28
Xuzhou 42 3.14 1.24 0.25 2.94 3.95
Taizhou 24 2.64 1.55 0.35 1.94 3.35
Nanjing 75 3.52 1.43 0.15 3.45 3.97
Zhenjiang 23 2.55 1.26 0.19 2.17 2.88
Wuxi 44 3.27 0.96 0.27 2.68 3.88
Nantong 33 2.89 1.34 0.25 2.38 3.38
Changzhou 52 2.60 1.42 0.27 2.08 3.16
Huai'an 25 2.27 1.18 0.27 1.68 2.85
Yangzhou 31 2.55 1.40 0.38 1.68 3.39
Lianyungang 39 3.01 1.07 0.32 2.32 3.68
Yancheng 29 3.07 1.42 0.32 2.41 3.71
Suqian 22 2.70 1.32 0.17 2.41 3.04
Overall 489 3.16 1.61 0.06 3.09 3.37
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Figure 4. The Comprehensive Evaluation Results of Social Sports 

Instructors’ Performance in Various Cities Surveyed 

 Because of different demands for social sports 
instructors from the public, the result obtained is based on 
the subjective judgment of the public expectation when the 
performance analysis based on public satisfaction is 
adopted. The regional classification and ranking of the 
integrated score of social sports instructors’ performance 
reflects the public’s evaluation on the performance of social 
sports instructors in this region and it is also affected by the 
public’s requirements for social sports instructors in this 
region. 

As can be seen from Fig. 4, among the mean value of 
the performance of social sports instructors in the cities 
surveyed, the performance mean value of Nanjing is the 
highest, which is 3.52, the second is Wuxi, 3.27, the third is 
Suzhou City, 3.26 , and the performance mean of Huai'an is 
the lowest, 2.27. As a result of standardized treatment, the 
utility value cannot accurately represent the actual 
perception value of the performance of social sports 
instructors in various cities, but still can reflect the 
differences and overall situation of the performance of 
social sports instructors in various cities. And the 
differences among the performance of social sports 
instructors in various regions are compared, to find the 
space and precautions for the development of social sports 
instructors and to provide targeted suggestions for 
optimizing the performance of social sports instructors. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Training content should weaken systematic and 
theoretical content, while focusing on pertinence and 
application. It should reflect modern and up-to-date 
information training content of sports science, and increase 
project technology courses, to meet different needs of the 
exercise crowd. Develop and expand the team of social 
sports instructors in a planned way, and adhere to the 
principle of surviving by quality and steady development in 
the development process. Conduct strict training and 
assessment on the students, to ensure that the fitness 
knowledge they obtained can meet the requirements of 
guiding work. In the guiding project, it should also be 
clearly defined that they cannot guide the projects that they 
haven’t participated in the training and assessment. Under 

the premise of the quality meeting the demand, in 
accordance with the principle of voluntary declaration, 
system training and strict assessment, continue to expand 
the quantity and improve quality in a planned way. 
Abandon the previous way of applying administrative 
means to assign tasks and blindly pursuing the quantity. 
Solve the relationship between urban and rural coordinated 
development. Focusing on the construction and 
development of rural social sports instructors is an 
important part of social sports work in Jiangsu Province. 
Strengthen the training work of rural social sports instructor 
team, carry out rural social sports activities, cultivate rural 
sports instructors, and coordinate the distribution ratio of 
urban and rural social sports instructors. This paper applies 
principal component analysis to give weight to index 
system, gets the performance of leaders and the masses and 
the comprehensive performance values of the performance 
of the investigated social sports instructors in various cities, 
and then compares and analyzes the values. The empirical 
results show that the performance of social sports 
instructors in most of the cities is low, and there are 
regional differences. 
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